2001 jeep cherokee mods

In production for 18 years, over 2,, XJs were made. This means that they are all over the road
and also, all over scrap yards, making them a great platform to build on, as replacement parts
can be readily available. The venerable AMC I6 engine that is in most Cherokees is legendary for
its great performance and its incredible reliability. It is so good, in fact, that Jeep hardly altered
it from its introduction in to its retirement in Be careful though; the earlier model had an
optional 2. This is an engine to stay away from, especially since it is much less common than
the straight four- and six-cylinders found in most Jeep vehicles. The XJ was also a change of
pace for Jeep as it was the first model without a real frame. The unitbody has some advantages
and some disadvantages, as we'll discuss later. Overall, the Jeep Cherokee is an excellent
platform and great all around vehicle. Over time, Jeep fixed some of the XJ's shortcomings, and
XJ owners figured out how to address others. Here is a short list of some great modifications
that can be done to improve the performance of any Cherokee. There is nothing wrong with
having to take the ol' Sawzall to your Jeepâ€¦ it's a Jeep, after all. But just make sure you know
what you are doing! Don't cut any seams unless you are handy with a welder, and make sure
you aren't cutting wires, lines, or anything that maybe you don't want to be cutting. When the
deed is done, you can get yourself some nice aftermarket fender flares to fit these new cuts or
check out flares from a TJ Wrangler. So why are you taking a saw to this vehicle you are trying
to fix up? Because saw blades are a lot cheaper than a lot of lift options. If you want to fit larger
tires on your XJ, you will need a lot more lift than other Jeep models may require. To fit 33s, you
would need to gain six inches of lift without any fender trimming. Cutting that metal away will
allow you to fit more tire with less lift. You should be able to gain two inches from the front and
one inch from the back. Not only can this be cheaper, but it also keeps your center of balance
lowerâ€¦ which if you don't know much about Jeepsâ€¦ is a good thing. Lifting the front, you can
get away with about 3 or 4 inches before you will need to do something about your control
arms. Too much lift and these will either not reach, or be working at too steep of an angle. This
can be dangerous and also cause damage. Should you find yourself in this predicament, look
into drop brackets or long arms to put you back in the clear. Chances are your leaf springs in
the back are sagging more than grandma on a hot day. Obviously replacing them is the most
straightforward option, but buying new ones can definitely get expensive. Head to a scrap yard
and see what you can muster up. You can take whole leaf packs from other Cherokees, or you
can take springs from other vehicles and make stronger leaf packs. The Cherokee uses 2. You
should be able to find plenty of these puppies around. Keep the main leaf from your Cherokee,
but don't be afraid to throw the rest of it out. The less difference in length between the leaves,
the more rigid it will be. Whatever you do, you may end up needing to compensate the front for
whatever lift you generate in the back. Typically, the front springs don't sag too much so you
won't need to do anything if you are just restoring the ride height to a nice comfy stock height.
The architecture is the same for these, but a TJ spring will leave your Cherokee sitting a little
lower than stock, while a V8 ZJ Grand Cherokee will yield about 1 inch of lift. There are, of
course, spacers that you can stick in with your spring, but these tend to only go up to about 2
inches of lift. More than that and you'll need to rework the architecture some to safely run the
lift you want. If you plan on taking this animal off the road, it's a good idea to keep it nice and
durable. Because the XJ is a unitbody, instead of the classic body-and-frame structure of
yesteryear, it is not nearly as strong as it should be for offroad use. Wheel with it untreated and
you'll discover cracks forming on the body, and doors and panels that don't line up anymore.
Keep it up, and your rig will crumble like the shell of a Doritos taco in the unkempt hands of a
Phish concert attendee. Get yourself a pair of unitbody stiffeners and keep your Cherokee nice
and tightâ€¦ like the unkempt dreads on the head of a Phish concert attendee. Without that kind
of under-belly protection, even a mild wheeling trip can cause damage to your gas tank,
transmission, differential and other things like these that are actually pretty important. A nice,
thick skid plate on the belly and one on the gas tank will allow your Jeep's soft tummy to take
some hits. Differential guards are a good idea too for those tall rocks hiding in the depths of
puddles. The sheet metal on the XJ actually has atomic properties embedded into the
compounds in the metal that creates a gravitational field, effectively pulling trees and rocks into
it as it tries to bond particles with the trail around it. Okayâ€¦ not actually true, but it kinda
seems like it sometimes. Some places of the Cherokee can take a beating, but others are just
asking for it. If you hit the back end, on the rear quarter panel, expect to see that back window
pop right out. A good hit in this area can also mess up the way your tailgate closes. Your rocker
panels are the same way. Take a hit there and your doors will either not closeâ€¦or not open.
Either option is pretty undesirable. Get yourself some rocker panel guards and glide on over
those rocks, keeping your tender sheet metal nice and safe. Without guards however, there is
no need to lock your doors Just find a nice rock to park it on. Content is for informational or
entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional

advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Kevin: Yes. When the rears started
sagging badly from overloading it I picked up a used set of rancho springs that raised it 1. BUT
you have to hammer the pinch welds inside the wheel wells flat and out of the way of the tires.
You will have to trim back some of the platic fender liner better yet, just remove them and trim
back the flares where they hit the tires. A box cutter knive works well. The big tires will now hit
the control arms on tight turns. So you will need to locate the stop nut on each side, and adjust
it to reduce the amount of turning you can make so they no longer hit. This will dcrease your
ability to make tight turns. The nut may be welded. If so use a hack saw or gringer to cut thru
the weld so you can turn it. The alternative is wheel spacers, but do your research first as most
will break while using offroad. Reading this with plans to buy a '95 XJ that needs some work, I
now know where to start and where I'm heading. Very good article, my son has a 99 Sport. We
worked together adding a 4. It looks great and now it commands the road on or off. He pulls
Wranglers of the mud like nothing! Love this post. Of course my rear leafs are saggy. It opened
up some alternative options for replacements that would be cheaper. Great article. Pretty well
hit the nail on the head. Although I don't know that I'd call the changes to the or 4. Most of the
changes was to the electronics and fuel injections system. Another important thing to note is,
the 4. It is impossible to swap in a TJ or WJ 4. Either way you spin it though, the XJ and ZJ was
hands down one of the best things Jeep ever cranked out of its factories, and there's 17 model
years of evidence to prove it! Great article really enjoyed it I have a Jeep Cherokee XJ and doing
a lift now very helpful thanks keep on writing. Add Your Comment.. Please anyone with some
experience in this area I love my xj and do not want to get rid of it and ia that a safety issue. This
was a great share! American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very
competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus,
the American Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping
experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things
that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site
maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple
techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride
and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel
injection system eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are
eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know
what they need to do to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy
items that reflect your personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air
is annoying. Here is how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the
best performance of your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be
surprised what you find out. What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the
different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using
a few common tools. In , the East German government released the horrible Trabant car on an
unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you
just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a
classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to
be had is from someone who doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and
when it happens can help you diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto
Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles.
Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By
Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By
electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. This rugged sport utility vehicle is the
most popular in auto history with over three million units on the road. The newest generations
have seen all the latest tech modifications and redesigns that make it as sleek and racy as any
sports car on the road. The same cannot be said for the classic and popular models that came
off the assembly line between and , pique years for the Cherokee. While these SUVs are still
impressive, they are subject to what is now outdated technology. The Jeep Cherokee
performance guide, Jeep Cherokee XJ Advanced Performance Modifications , offers DIY-ers and
professional builders the opportunity to take those unibody models and match their potential to
anything fresh off the showroom floor. The book provides all the information on upgrades and
modifications you need to maximize the older Jeep Cherokee model. The dedicated aficionado
will be able to put their classic vehicle to the test on trails, rocks and terrain through the
installation of frame stiffener panels and rocker panel placements, better suspension and frame
builds for utilizing 35 inch and larger wheels. Use this book for building a tougher, more capable
off road SUV with solid plans, appropriate execution at the most affordable costs. Jeep
Cherokee XJ Advanced Performance Modifications reveals both the basics and advanced
information for modification. Even the most seasoned mechanic will find a wealth of new

information about the Cherokee? For a broad understanding of the suspension system, this is
the Jeep Cherokee performance guide you want in your library. There is a comprehensive guide
on the unibody. The chapter approaches the challenge of taking your vehicle doorless. It looks
at sheet metal replacement, repair and even asks if you need to upgrade in To Repair or Not To
Repair? The book closes every chapter with a profile highlighting a prominent Cherokee being
used by the likes of professional drivers like Matt Salyers, Geoff Marshall and Chris Niemeyer.
Eric Zappe is far more than the author of the new Jeep Cherokee performance guide. Zappe
uses his modified Cherokee for rock crawling and other numerous off road adventures. Item
Description. Contents Jeep Cherokee XJ Advanced Performance Modifications reveals both the
basics and advanced information for modification. Subject: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Jeep Cherokee
XJ Advanced Performance Modifications Guide. The 'Ask a Question' function requires
JavaScript. About Us. The Jeep brand is beloved across the United States and even around the
globe. So much so, some customers want vintage versions of these models. For instance,
customers search high and low to get in a Jeep Cherokee XJ. Luckily for you, we have put
together a list of the best options available. The Jeep XJ Cherokee was produced between the
years of and Between these years, it managed to sell an astounding 3 million units. All of these
vehicles sold means that there are plenty of drivers riding around in a used Jeep XJ. Also,
according to Forbes , there has been a growth in used car sales across the globe. Therefore,
plenty of customers want to get their hands on modifications for their Jeep XJ. However, finding
the best choice is not always easy. Here at Ultimate Rides, we aim to make things easy for all
customers. This includes offering our premier lifting services to anyone that wants a lifted
vehicle. But, we also want to help customers get great deals on great products. Use our buyers
guide below to get the best Jeep XJ interior mods. There are plenty of great Jeep XJ interior
mods available on the market. Therefore, customers should look to a product that they
specifically love. For instance, any driver looking to upgrade their steering wheel will love this
product. First and foremost, the Omix-Ada provides a 5-year warranty for customers that have
any potential problems. That way, you can get any problems fixed with relative ease. Luckily for
customers, there will likely be no problem. Due to the direct fit measurements, it is going to
surely fit right into position see specs. This product is built in OE style, which stands for
Original Equipment. Thus, this steering wheel is going to come with the same specifications as
the steering wheels produced by Jeep. The black leather material offers a firm grip and supreme
style. Look no further for one of the more stylish Jeep XJ interior mods available. Omix-ADA Are
you tired of tracking mud, dirt, and snow all into your vehicle? Get these Rugged Ridge
All-Terrain floor liners and protect your carpet from dirt and more. Every single Rugged Ridge
product is built to match the measurements of specific vehicles see specs. Thus, customers are
guaranteed that this floor line set will fit snug into their Jeep XJ vehicle. So if you are trying to
get a guaranteed lock on Jeep XJ interior mods, check out this upgrade! These floor liners offer
premier protection from the daily wear and tear of life. Thus, customers no longer have to worry
about if mud is ruining their carpet. Furthermore, it is a great product for anyone that has pets.
The raised edge helps contain any spills from the driver and passenger. That way, soda, and
other drinks stay in the floor liner and does not leak out. Also, customers can choose from
multiple colors not just black! Get yourself one of the best Jeep XJ interior mods today! Rugged
Ridge All-Terrain Do you want to change up the appearance of your dashboard? Want a more
stylish look out for the dashboard in your Jeep XJ Cherokee? If your answer is yes, then this is
one of the best Jeep XJ interior mods for you! The soft foss fiber carpet will not fray or unravel
see specs. Thus, customers enjoy a long-lasting original dashboard cover. This will help
provide more style and also has some practical features as well. The colorfast non-shrink heat
and the UV resistant material is great for drivers that park in the sun. Thus, this product will not
suffer from the heat. There are pre-cut sensor opening and vent openings. Plus, these
dashboards are built specifically for each model. The hook and loop fasteners included offering
a very simple installation process. Therefore, you do not have to be a mechanic to set up this
product. Customers that want to upgrade this product need this Jeep XJ interior upgrade.
Customers that want protection and organization will want this interior modification for Jeep XJ
Cherokee. First and foremost, the D nylon is built to resist all of the wear and tear of daily life.
Thus, it is perfect for families with young children that may scratch or try to rip things. The
material is built to protect the back of your driver and passenger seats from all kinds of stain. A
quick set up process lets customers install this product with a few minutes. There are two
straps that can easily adjust to fit around the headrest. The other connection point is the bottom
between the seat back and base. As a result, customers enjoy a stress-free installation process.
The 9 rows of Molle straps offer extra useful pouches for anything parents need. There is even
some space for medical equipment like first aid items! This is one of the Jeep XJ interior mods
best for anyone that wants organization. Pet owners know how difficult it is to keep their pets

clean. Especially if you own a dog that loves to play outside! Therefore, any pet owner that likes
driving with their dog knows how messy their interior gets over time. So it is a wise idea to get
this Kurgo CoPilot Seat Cover to ward off the dirt and hair that comes from your furry friend.
After all, the best Jeep XJ interior mods all provide some practical effect. Upgrade your interior
and protect the factory car seats as well! The pipes panels help prevent dirt and water from
rolling down the seat and onto the carpet. These auto seats cover slide right onto the front
passenger seat and fit snug. Thus, drivers do not have to worry about it potentially sliding or
moving off. After all, dogs are not known for standing still while on a car ride. The waterproof
and stain resistant universal car seat cover are built to last as well see specs. Plus, the
machine-washable fabric is very convenient and can be thrown into the washing machine. Get
the best Jeep XJ interior mods for your lifestyle. Customers that want to upgrade their factory
shift knob will want this Jeep XJ interior modification. Thus, Amazon believes in this product
and recommends it to customers. This brand new and never used shift knob is red for some
extra style. This is not the cheap knob you find online that breaks in a week. Instead, customers
can get a better shift knob that is much better for a fun driving experience. A unique locking nut
system is unlike any other shift knob on the market. Also, precision-machined crafting offers a
firm and reliable feel as you grip the shift knob out on the open road. If you want a thrilling
driving experience, then this is the Jee XJ interior mod for you. As previously mentioned, the
best Jeep XJ interior mods help provide enhanced style and some practical features. Thus,
another floor mat graces our list to help provide customers with protection. The tall outer ridges
work to keep fluids on the floor mat. That way, spilled drinks do not overflow from the mat and
stain the carpet. Plus, the heavily nabbed backing firmly keeps the mat in place while on the
move see specs. There is waterproof and stain-resistant material integrated into these floor
mats. That way, they can stand up to the test of time. Mother Nature will no longer make your
interior carpets dirty with this floor mat. So look no further if you want one of the most practical
Jeep XJ interior mods today! It is not easy getting the best interior modifications and
accessories for a Jeep XJ Cherokee. As you can see, we managed to list nearly seven different
types of products. Customers can choose from seat covers, pet travel protection, shift knobs,
new steering wheels and steering wheel covers, and so much more. So decide what you want
and then get the best product. If your spouse is driving a wrangler, then be sure to check out
this pink jeep accessories guide over at The Car Addict! Division St. Coal City, IL Live chat.
Posted by: Nick Bulanda. No Comments. Jeep enthusiasts absolutely love to drive vintage Jeep
models. Category: Uncategorized ,. Share this. A writer by day and a Jeeper by night, he is
loathe to discuss himself in the third person, but can be persuaded to do so from time to time.
Working in the off-road Jeep world for over ten years, he kinda knows his stuff. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. In this section, you will find a list of parts that can be used from various vehicles
on your Jeep XJ. So check it out and enjoy! If you see anything here that may be incorrect
please let me know and give me an educated reason why so I can pass the info on to other Jeep
Cherokee owners. Bastard Pack: Any 2. S10, Dakota. Jeep WJ brake booster, master cylinder,
proportioning valve. Jeep KJ disc brake set-ups can be used for a conversion on your
Cherokee. Ford 8. Newer Jeep XJ intakes may require some modification. Mustang 5. Dakota 2.
Ford Electric Fan ' 3. Hood vents i. Lebaron, Laser, Turbo Thunderbird etc. You can convert the
closed system to open without replacing your radiator by using the fill cap from a 4. Then cap
off or eliminate the T'ed lines in the heater core. For ''86 Jeep XJ with 2. Renix Transmission
swap electric speedo to t-case. GM power antennas replace your broken XJ's with little
modification. TJ Fender Flares front and rear or rear all the way around. OEM swing-out tire
carriers, get the bumper with it, found mainly on ''90 XJ's. Bronco II swing out tire carrier - slight
mod to fit via S10 Shackles. ZJ and WJ Seats - get brackets too, may require some drilling but
gives you leather :- 6. ZJ shift knob, direct replacement for XJ knob. Vin Decoding. Brief History.
Common XJ Problems. What's Death Wobble. JunkYard Upgrades. My Story. This site was
designed with the. Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link
to download the free Kindle App. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone,
tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required. To get the free app, enter your mobile phone
number. Previous page. Publication date. January 1, See all details. Next page. Kindle Cloud
Reader Read instantly in your browser. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Open Range Media. Jeep 4. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Bob
Henderson. Larry Shepard. Eric Zappe. Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a
free business account. Tell the Publisher! I'd like to read this book on Kindle Don't have a
Kindle? Fearless and inspiring. Discover Black voices on Audible. Learn more. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a

review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This
book missed the mark for me. Yes it contains all the basic information about your engine,
drivetrain, etc. However there are some very basic modifications missing. Front sway bar
upgrade, front steering upgrade, injector upgrades that are all done using junk yard parts. The
author mentions using parts from other jeep vehicles to do some upgrades but doesn't list
years or models its applicable to. Its as if I bought a print out of his postings on a forum but an
unable to answer questions. Several pages were devoted to converting the reared to coil overs
Literally everything found within this book is easily located online. It is better organized that a
typical forum however is still lacking. One person found this helpful. Good solid information on
the Cherokee. I had virtually no prior knowledge of the Cherokee before purchasing this book,
and I now feel that I have a good foundation to go forward with a mild build. Lots of information
about the different options offered throughout the years, and many tips to include cooling and
brake upgrades. If you're new to the Cherokee, or looking for mild to serious build ideas then
this is a book you'll want to have in your shop library. Buy this book! Probably the best book for
anyone pushing their Cherokee past stock. Good information throughout. This book will help
you go from grocery-getter to a trail-worthy wheeler. If you want to go on beyond that, Eric has
another book that will complete your build to hard-core wheeler. Great book. Very insightful and
helpful for those who are new to the jeep xj game. The book was very well written and easy to
read. The author is very knowledgeable, he provides examples of different XJ builds, sources
for parts and storytelling to help readers gain a deeper insight. This a great reference for new
and experienced Cherokee owners. I only wish I had read this book prior to buying my XJ. Gave
as a Christmas gift. It was a big hit. I'm a former 5. This book laid a lot of the basics out for me
in an easy to read format. I bought the Kindle edition and was realoy impressed by how well the
photos look on my tablet. I will be following much of the advice in this book for my XJ build. See
all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Brought as gift for Jeep mad partner who loves it.
Report abuse. A truly great read for 4x4 nuts and off roaders. If you've been a long time Jeep
guy or gal then you likely already know a lot of what this book has to offer. But, if like me,
you've been primarily a car guy, this book is a great way to quickly get up to speed on what the
aftermarket looks like and the types of parts on offer. This will save you hundreds of hours on
the forums and is a good quick and easy resource. I got it for my husband. He loves it and is
excited to try new projects. Great book with tons of information if you're deciding to do any
offroad upgrades on your Jeep or are just looking to get some more power out o
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f your engine! What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: cartech books. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

